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GETTING STARTED CHECKLIST 
 Make it a two-person show — either with another Community 

Health and Wellness Worker, the radio host or even a friend. 
 Arrange for a translator – it is important to have a radio show 

that everyone can understand. 
 Rehearse – know your lines before going live so you will be 

comfortable with the script. 
 Make your program interactive – include games, trivia, sharing 

personal stories – make it fun! 
 Prizes – have prizes and giveaways; for example, everyone who 

calls in gets entered into a draw. Prizes can include items such as 
quit kits, meal bags with healthy recipes and other items. 

 Plan a schedule – set up a weekly or monthly date to air your 
program. 

 Contact local radio station to schedule this program. 
 Advertise – post the time/date/topic of your program on bulletin 

boards, Facebook, radio and other places community members 
will see it. 

 HAVE FUN! 
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THE 4 HELPERS 
• Introduce yourselves. For example: “Hello everyone, I am (your name) from (your role) and this 

is (co-host).”  
• Introduce the program. For example: “We started this radio program as a way to talk about 

tobacco addiction in our communities and to help and encourage those who are trying to quit.” 
• Announce the topic for today. For example: “Today we are going to talk about something we call 

the 4 helpers. What are they, and how can they help you quit?” 
• Before going into the main script, let the listeners know about how they can call in and win. For 

example: “Before we begin today’s program, we want you to know that you can call in with 
questions at any time throughout the show. Anyone who calls in with questions will be entered 
into a draw for a very nice (describe prize here).” 

The 4 helpers are: Drink Water, Delay, Deep Breathe and Distract. How do these 4 things help you quit?  

1. Let’s start with Drinking Water. Water is very healthy and cleanses the body. When cravings hit, 
instead of getting a cigarette, pour yourself a nice big glass of water and then drink it slowly. Feel the 
cool water in your mouth and how clean and fresh it is. Use a straw to replace the feeling of having a 
cigarette in your mouth. The craving for a cigarette will pass in a few minutes. 

2. Next is Delay. When you start thinking about having a cigarette, say to yourself “not right now”. Make 
a deal with yourself, such as “after I do the dishes, I can have that cigarette”. Allow yourself to have a 
cigarette, but just delay when you usually have it. This will help to break your old routine. Cravings last 
only 3 to 6 minutes, so try to delay as long as you can and wait for the craving to pass. 

3. Distract is the third helper. While delaying your cigarette, it is helpful to do something to distract 
yourself and keep your mind off the cigarette. Try doing a hobby or something fun that you like to do in 
your free time. Maybe you could take 10 minutes to finish a project you have been working on or even 
something as simple as brushing your hair or teeth. Anything to distract your hands and mind. It is 
helpful to have a list of activities prepared so you are ready when a craving catches you off guard. 

4. The final helper is Deep Breathing. When you smoke you are used to taking deep breaths and 
inhaling, but the smoke you inhale actually stresses out your body.  Breathing in fresh air is good for you 
and, if you practice deep breathing, it will help take the stress away. To do this properly, you take a deep 
breath in and hold it for about 5 seconds, then let the air out slowly. This helps to calm your nerves, 
lowers your heart rate and helps you to relax. Practicing deep breathing for a few minutes each day can 
really help you quit. 

REMEMBER: It only takes a few short minutes for a craving to pass, so try these 4 helpers and watch 
your cravings disappear! What are some other ways to help you beat a craving? 
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MOTIVATIONS: WHAT ARE YOURS? 
• Introduce yourselves. For example: “Hello everyone, I am (your name) from (your role) and this 

is (co-host).”  
• Introduce the program. For example: “We started this radio program as a way to talk about 

tobacco addiction in our communities and to help and encourage those who are trying to quit.” 
• Announce the topic for today. For example: “Today we are going to talk about motivators to quit 

tobacco.” 
• Before going into the main script, let the listeners know about how they can call in and win. For 

example: “Before we begin today’s program, we want you to know that you can call in with 
questions at any time throughout the show. Anyone who calls in with questions will be entered 
into a draw for a very nice (describe prize here).” 

One of the most important things we can ask ourselves when we are thinking about quitting tobacco is: 
“why do I want to quit?”. What is the reason you want to quit? Without a reason to quit, you would not 
be on this journey, so let’s look at your reasons or your motivations… 

You might have many reasons to quit tobacco, not just one. This is great; the more reasons you have to 
quit, the better. If you see many good reasons to quit, you will find quitting easier. 

External or Outside Motivations: Sometimes our motivations are not from within us. A doctor or nurse 
may be telling us to quit, our family and friends may ask us to quit, or we feel pressure in general to quit 
using tobacco. These are called external or outside motivations because they are coming from others. 
External motivations are ok to have and can make you want to quit using tobacco, but it is more 
important to have your own reasons to quit (called “internal or inside motivations”). 

Internal or Inside Motivations: You are more likely to quit tobacco when you truly want to, rather than 
if someone else wants you to. Some of the most common reasons are for better health, to have more 
money, to live longer, to smell better, to watch your children or grandchildren grow up, to be able to 
taste food better, and to get back control and freedom from your addiction. Wanting to quit for yourself 
is an internal or inside motivation. 

Motivate Yourself: Here are some ways to help you stay motivated throughout your entire quit process. 

Write it out: A good way to stay motivated is to write out your reasons to quit using tobacco. Writing a 
list of all the ways your life would be better without tobacco can help sort out your thoughts. It will also 
give you a visual reminder of why you want to quit. Look at it any time you feel a craving or tough 
moment and be reminded of why you are on our quit journey in the first place.  

Add it up: Add up how much money you would save if you were tobacco-free for a week, a month, a 
year, five years and so on. Using tobacco costs a lot, but sometimes you don’t realize how       
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much money you actually spend on tobacco. Figuring this out can be really helpful to increase your 
motivation to quit. Once you know how much money you will save, you can plan what to do with your 
money once you quit. Would you take a trip out on the land? Would you fix the broken Ski-Doo? Could 
you fill up your freezer with country food? There are lots of things you could spend your money on if you 
were not using tobacco and thinking of all of them could help motivate you to quit. 

Reward yourself: Reward yourself regularly; how often is up to you. Some people reward themselves 
after each cigarette they say “no” to. Some wait until they have been tobacco-free for a day and then 
reward themselves. Others wait a week, or two weeks, or a month. Choose a timeframe that works for 
you. Rewarding yourself could be putting money in a jar, starting a new bank account with savings from 
quitting, taking yourself or your family out to eat, buying yourself some new clothes, or simply crossing 
out on a calendar each day you remain tobacco-free. However you choose to reward yourself, YOU 
deserve a pat on the back for doing something great for you! 

Imagine your tobacco-free life: Finally, thinking about all of the ways your life is better without 
cigarettes is a great way stay motivated and focused. Can you breathe better? Can you take longer walks 
without stopping to catch your breath? Do your clothes smell better? Do you have more energy to do 
things with your friends or your kids? Do you have brighter skin and fresher breath? Can you stay inside 
on those cold winter days instead of going outside to smoke?  

These are great questions to ask yourself because the answer to each of them is YES! Quitting tobacco 
means great, positive changes for your life. When you realize how much your life will improve, you will 
be more motivated to quit. What are some other ways to motivate yourself? 
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REDUCE TO QUIT – HOW TO CUT DOWN SLOWLY 
• Introduce yourselves. For example: “Hello everyone, I am (your name) from (your role) and this 

is (co-host).”  
• Introduce the program. For example: “We started this radio program as a way to talk about 

tobacco addiction in our communities and to help and encourage those who are trying to quit.” 
• Announce the topic for today. For example: “Today we are going to talk about how to reduce to 

quit.” 
• Before going into the main script, let the listeners know about how they can call in and win. For 

example: “Before we begin today’s program, we want you to know that you can call in with 
questions at any time throughout the show. Anyone who calls in with questions will be entered 
into a draw for a very nice (describe prize here).” 

Today we are going to talk about reduce to quit and how can it help us become smoke-free. 

Quitting can be hard. Addiction to tobacco can be very strong and our routines around our tobacco use 
can be difficult to change. Sometimes, we may not feel ready to quit, or we feel stressed at the thought 
of quitting. This is where reduce to quit can help.  

So, what is reduce to quit? Reduce to quit means cutting down on tobacco slowly, and not quitting cold 
turkey, so that you are more comfortable and confident in your quit. When discussing reduce to quit 
with others, some people ask: “isn’t even one cigarette bad for us?” or “isn’t it better to just quit?”. No 
amount of smoke is good for our bodies, but if you smoke less cigarettes than before, you will not 
breathe in as much smoke. Your breathing will start to get better and you will start to have more energy. 
So, start by cutting out a few cigarettes each day until one day you are not smoking any cigarettes at all!  

How can you cut down on cigarettes? There are lots of ways to change your smoking routines to help 
reduce the harm smoking causes.  Have you cut down on cigarettes before? What was your experience 
like? 

Use nicotine replacement therapy (NRT): Another helpful way to cut down is by using NRT. When you 
are cutting down on the number of cigarettes you smoke, and you are having cravings between smokes, 
you can try some nicotine gum, inhaler, mouth spray or lozenges to help get you through until your next 
smoke. You can even wear the patch all day and smoke when you have cravings. Without even trying, 
you will cut down the number of cigarettes you use every day. It has been proven that it is safe to use 
nicotine replacement products and smoke at the same time.  

Less convenient: One way to reduce tobacco use is to make it less convenient for you to use. For 
example, make your home a smoke-free zone so that you force yourself to go outside to smoke.  
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This may cause you to not want to smoke as much as you may not want to go outside in the cold 
weather, so you won’t.  

Hide them: Keep your tobacco in a place where you can’t see it so you won’t be as tempted. For 
example, keep your cigarette pack up high in a cupboard, in the back of the freezer, or in your car, so it’s 
not as easy to smoke.  

Pack less: Don’t bring your whole pack with you when you go out. Only take a few cigarettes with you. If 
you only have a few cigarettes with you then you smoke less. When you feel ready, try to go places 
without taking any cigarettes at all. This will help you to get used to the idea of not smoking at certain 
times and help you to smoke less cigarettes. 

Buy less: Only buy one pack of cigarettes at a time. If you buy more, you will smoke more. Buying fewer 
cigarettes may help you to smoke less. 

Smoke less: If you smoke 20 cigarettes a day, limit yourself to 15 a day and the next week go down to 10 
etc. until you are finally at zero! 

Butt it out: Only smoke some of the cigarette and then butt it out before it’s finished. This can cut your 
smoking by half. For example, if you go outside 4 times to smoke, but only smoke half a cigarette each 
time, then you only smoked 2 cigarettes, compared to smoking 4 cigarettes if you smoked the whole 
cigarette. 

More time between smokes: Increase the times between cigarettes. Instead of smoking as soon as a 
craving hits, try waiting a little while. Use distractions to help you to wait, like playing a game, going for 
a walk, talking with a friend or family member, eating a healthy snack, sewing, finishing a piece of work, 
or cleaning. When you keep busy doing something else, you won’t think about smoking as much, and 
this will help you cut down on smoking. Remember the 4 helpers? 

Hopefully these ideas for reducing your smoking will help you. Remember, every cigarette you remove is 
something to celebrate, as it reduces the harm being done to your health and helps you to reach your 
goal of becoming smoke-free. Best of luck! What are some other ways to reduce to quit? 
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HOW TALKING TO SOMEONE CAN HELP YOU QUIT TOBACCO 
• Introduce yourselves. For example: “Hello everyone, I am (your name) from (your role) and this 

is (co-host).”  
• Introduce the program. For example: “We started this radio program as a way to talk about 

tobacco addiction in our communities and to help and encourage those who are trying to quit.” 
• Announce the topic for today. For example: “Today we are going to talk about how talking to 

someone can help you quit.” 
• Before going into the main script, let the listeners know about how they can call in and win. For 

example: “Before we begin today’s program, we want you to know that you can call in with 
questions at any time throughout the show. Anyone who calls in with questions will be entered 
into a draw for a very nice (describe prize here).” 

Quitting smoking can be tough, but it can be easier with support. When you have someone to talk to 
about your plan to quit, you will increase your chance of success. You can choose to talk to a Quit Coach, 
or a Quit Buddy, but whichever you choose, talking is going to help you get through your quit much 
easier! 

What is a Quit Coach? 

A quit coach is a person who works for the Nunavut Quitline and is trained to help people quit smoking. 
Calling a Quit Coach is just like calling a friend. With your permission, your Quit Coach will ask you a few 
questions to make sure they better understand what you need. You are not forced to answer anything 
you don’t want to; you are the one in control.  

Your Quit Coach is there to talk to you about smoking. They can help you with everything from: wanting 
to quit, to starting your quit, to adjusting to your new cigarette-free life, and everything in-between.  

Your Quit Coach will contact you throughout your quit journey to help you think of ideas to help you 
quit and stay quit. They will answer any questions or concerns you have and be a positive support 
system for you.  It is normal to try quitting a few times before doing it for good. Knowing the Quit 
Coaches are there to help you every step of the way and help you become more successful at quitting 
helps you stick with the plan.   

The service is private and free. Counsellors can help you in Inuktitut, English, Inuinnaqtun and French. 
Call the Nunavut Quitline at 1-866-368-7848. The Quit Coach can contact you through email, Facebook 
personal messaging or Chat as well. It is your choice! Have you tried to speak to a Quit Coach? What 
was your experience like?       
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What is a Quit Buddy? 

A Quit Buddy can be anyone who helps you on your quit journey. They can be someone you go for a 
walk with when you feel like smoking, someone who helps you pick a quit aid or someone you can talk 
to as you quit. A Quit Buddy may be your: best friend, an Elder, a co-worker who has also quit, your 
partner or a community health worker. They can be anyone you know that you can count on as you go 
through the process of quitting! 

Another way to help you quit is to ask a friend who is also quitting to be your Quit Buddy. That way you 
can quit together. Having a Quit Buddy can help increase your chances of staying tobacco-free. It is nice 
to have someone else know what you are going through and you can rely on each other for support. 
Have you ever tried to use a quit buddy to quit? What was your experience like? 
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NICOTINE REPLACEMENT THERAPY (NRT)  
• Introduce yourselves. For example: “Hello everyone, I am (your name) from (your role) and this 

is (co-host).”  
• Introduce the program. For example: “We started this radio program as a way to talk about 

tobacco addiction in our communities and to help and encourage those who are trying to quit.” 
• Announce the topic for today. For example: “Today we are going to talk about nicotine 

replacement therapy.” 
• Before going into the main script, let the listeners know about how they can call in and win. For 

example: “Before we begin today’s program, we want you to know that you can call in with 
questions at any time throughout the show. Anyone who calls in with questions will be entered 
into a draw for a very nice (describe prize here).” 

What is Nicotine Replacement Therapy or NRT for short? Nicotine replacement therapy is clean 
nicotine used to help replace the nicotine you would normally get from smoking or chewing. Cigarettes 
have nicotine plus over 7,000 other chemicals, and many cause cancer. Nicotine is addictive, but doesn’t 
cause cancer. NRT is a clean way of getting the nicotine that your body craves. 

Why use nicotine replacement? NRT can double your chances of quitting and staying smoke-free. They 
can make quitting tobacco less painful.  

What are the different types of nicotine replacement products? 

These are 5 main kinds of NRT you can choose from. 

1. Patch:  The patch is a long acting NRT, which means they deliver a long, slow dose of nicotine. You put 
it on in the morning and leave it on all day. It comes in three strengths. Normally, you start with the 
strongest dose and over 12 weeks reduce it down to the lower doses until you don’t need it anymore. 
You can take the patch off at bedtime if you don’t normally get up to smoke. You should change the 
place you apply the patch each day, so the skin doesn’t get irritated and red. Any place on your upper 
body without hair is good. I would be interested to hear from anybody who has used the patch before.  

2. Gum:  The nicotine gum is short-acting, which means you take it when you need it and it doesn’t take 
too long for you to feel comfortable. The most important thing about the gum is the way it is used. If it is 
chewed like normal gum it will make your stomach feel sick. The medicine in the gum is supposed to get 
into your body through the lining in your mouth. The way to use the gum is to chew it a few times until 
you get a peppery taste in your mouth and then you park the gum between your cheek and your teeth. 
When the peppery taste goes away then you repeat the chew, chew, park process.  
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3. Lozenges:  The lozenge is another short acting nicotine product which is good for people who have 
issues with their teeth or have no teeth. You place the lozenge between your cheek and the gums of 
your teeth and you leave it there to suck on and absorb into the lining of your mouth. You should move 
it from side to side so that it does not bother your mouth. Allow it to dissolve and beat the craving for 
you.   

4. Inhaler: The inhaler is another short acting nicotine product that is good for people who like the 
hand-to-mouth ritual of smoking. The inhaler is a cartridge that has nicotine in it, which is released when 
you take short puffs, allowing you to get nicotine when you crave a cigarette. It is important not to 
inhale deeply from the cartridge because the nicotine is absorbed in the mouth, not the lungs. Each 
cartridge lasts about 20 minutes. The inhaler is not the same as an e-cigarette or vape. We will talk 
about those in another show. 

5. Mouth Spray:  The mouth spray is a small container that has a nicotine liquid in it. It works very 
quickly when needed for cravings. You press down on the container to spray it once into the mouth, 
avoiding the lips and tongue. If the craving does not go away after five minutes, you can use another 
spray. 

All five of these NRT products are free through the Non-Insured Health Benefits (NIHB) program for 
Nunavut Inuit. Visit your pharmacy or health centre to get yours. 

NOTE: It is important not to have coffee, tea, juice or pop within 30 minutes of using the gum, lozenge, 
mouth spray and inhaler. The acid in these drinks can prevent your mouth from absorbing the nicotine. 

If you have any questions about nicotine products, please feel free to talk to the doctors and nurses at 
the health centre, visit your local pharmacy or call 1-866-368-7848. You can also send a private message 
to Tobacco Has No Place Here on Facebook for more information. 
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COMBINATION THERAPY WITH NICOTINE REPLACEMENT THERAPY (NRT) 
• Introduce yourselves. For example: “Hello everyone, I am (your name) from (your role) and this 

is (co-host).” 
• Introduce the program. For example: “We started this radio program as a way to talk about 

tobacco addiction in our communities and to help and encourage those who are trying to quit.” 
• Announce the topic for today. For example: “Today we are going to talk about combination 

therapy with nicotine replacement therapy. What are they and how can they help you quit?” 
• Before going into the main script, let the listeners know about how they can call in and win. For 

example: “Before we begin today’s program, we want you to know that you can call in with 
questions at any time throughout the show. Anyone who calls in with questions will be entered 
into a draw for a very nice (describe prize here).” 

You know how difficult it can be if you have ever tried to stop or reduce your tobacco use, especially if 
you do it cold turkey. Using aids like NRT can make quitting tobacco easier and are proven to increase 
your chances of quitting tobacco for good. Sometimes, using only one of these aids at a time is not 
enough. This is where combination therapy can be helpful. Do you know the different kinds of NRT that 
are available? 

Combination therapy involves using a long-acting form of NRT, like the patch, in combination with a 
short-acting form of NRT, like nicotine gum, lozenges, mouth spray or the inhaler. Putting on the patch 
when you wake up will give your body a steady supply of nicotine throughout the day, which helps 
prevent withdrawal symptoms, like mood changes and nervousness. You then use the short-acting NRT 
(gum, lozenge, mouth spray or inhaler) every couple of hours, or whenever you feel sudden cravings or 
the urge to smoke.  

Short-acting NRT delivers nicotine match faster than the patch, so it is useful in situations where you 
might be tempted to smoke such as during your morning cup of coffee, a stressful situation, after a 
meal, or driving. Using combination therapy can be especially helpful in times where you know you 
might have to go more than a few hours without having a cigarette, like taking a long flight or staying in 
a hospital. If you are used to having a cigarette every couple of hours, combination therapy can give you 
enough clean nicotine to make you feel comfortable and confident in staying smoke-free during these 
situations. 

Tobacco smoke contains about 7,000 chemicals. NRT is the cleanest way to get the nicotine that your 
body craves without the harmful chemicals that are in tobacco. Nicotine is addictive, but does not cause 
cancer. Visit the health centre and talk with a nurse about getting NRT products at no cost. They will 
help you decide which NRT products will work best for you and make sure you have the right strength. It 
is safe and it works.  Have any of our listeners tried a combination of NRT? What was your experience 
like? 
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PRESCRIPTION QUIT MEDICINES 
• Introduce yourselves. For example: “Hello everyone, I am (your name) from (your role) and this 

is (co-host).” 
• Introduce the program. For example: “We started this radio program as a way to talk about 

tobacco addiction in our communities and to help and encourage those who are trying to quit.” 
• Announce the topic for today. For example: “Today we are going to talk about prescription quit 

smoking medications.” 
• Before going into the main script, let the listeners know about how they can call in and win. For 

example: “Before we begin today’s program, we want you to know that you can call in with 
questions at any time throughout the show. Anyone who calls in with questions will be entered 
into a draw for a very nice (describe prize here).” 

You can get prescribed quit medicines by going to the health centre and speaking with the nurse or 
doctor. One of the medicines is called Zyban. It was designed to treat depression, but was shown to 
double a persons’ chances of quitting tobacco. The other medicine is called Champix. It helps reduce 
cravings for tobacco and withdrawal symptoms that happen when you give up tobacco. It also blocks the 
effects of nicotine if you do happen to have a smoke. 

Both Zyban and Champix are usually taken twice daily for three months. The three months will help your 
body heal from nicotine addiction, but it is important that you also work on the mental side of quitting, 
so you are ready when you finish the medicine. You should take Champix with food and water because it 
can cause upset stomach at the beginning. It usually goes away after a week or two. 

If you have any questions about Zyban or Champix, please feel free to talk to the nurses and doctors at 
the health centre or call a counsellor at 1-866-368-7848. You can also send a private message to 
Tobacco Has No Place Here on Facebook for more information. 

Has anybody had any experience with either Zyban or Champix who would be willing to share their 
story with others? Please give us a call, right now. 
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SMOKELESS TOBACCO (CHEW, SNUFF) AND QUITTING 
• Introduce yourselves. For example: “Hello everyone, I am (your name) from (your role) and this 

is (co-host).” 
• Introduce the program. For example: “We started this radio program as a way to talk about 

tobacco addiction in our communities and to help and encourage those who are trying to quit.” 
• Announce the topic for today. For example: “Today we are going to talk about smokeless 

tobacco.” 
• Before going into the main script, let the listeners know about how they can call in and win. For 

example: “Before we begin today’s program, we want you to know that you can call in with 
questions at any time throughout the show. Anyone who calls in with questions will be entered 
into a draw for a very nice (describe prize here).” 

Today’s topic is chewing tobacco and quitting. Chewing tobacco can be called smokeless tobacco, snuff 
or even SNUS. The nicotine from chewing tobacco gets into your blood quickly through the lining of the 
mouth. If the chew sits in your mouth for 30 minutes, it is equal to four cigarettes. A whole can of chew 
is like smoking 60 cigarettes! Snuff has sugar and salt in it to make it taste better. There is grit in the 
tobacco leaves that wear down your teeth. There are 28 poisons in chew that can cause cancer of the 
mouth, throat and stomach.  

Quitting chewing tobacco has the same benefits and challenges as quitting cigarettes. It is never too late 
to quit. Nicotine replacement therapy, like the gum or lozenge will help.  

Please talk with a nurse or doctor at the health centre if you are interested in quitting or reducing your 
chew use. 

Does anyone have some tips or those wanting to stop using chew? 
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SMOKERLYZER (CARBON MONOXIDE MONITOR) 
• Introduce yourselves. For example: “Hello everyone, I am (your name) from (your role) and this 

is (co-host).”  
• Introduce the program. For example: “We started this radio program as a way to talk about 

tobacco addiction in our communities and to help and encourage those who are trying to quit.” 
• Announce the topic for today. For example: “Today we are going to talk about the Smokerlyzer  

or carbon monoxide monitor.” 
• Before going into the main script, let the listeners know about how they can call in and win. For 

example: “Before we begin today’s program, we want you to know that you can call in with 
questions at any time throughout the show. Anyone who calls in with questions will be entered 
into a draw for a very nice (describe prize here).” 

Our talk today is about one of the tools we use to help motivate and educate people on quitting 
tobacco. It is called a Smokerlyzer or carbon monoxide monitor. We use it because it is a quick and easy 
way to measure the amount of carbon monoxide in a person’s body at any time.  

Carbon monoxide is a deadly gas that you cannot see or smell. You inhale carbon monoxide each time 
you take puff of a cigarette or cannabis joint. It can also be found in the exhaust fumes of vehicles, camp 
fires and generators. Carbon monoxide is harmful because it replaces the oxygen in your blood cells. It 
can cause death or permanent brain damage if too much is inhaled in a short amount of time.  

The Smokerlyzer is a good motivational tool because it shows the progress you are making when you 
reduce the number of cigarettes you smoke or quit completely. You might not notice it, but your body 
begins to heal itself within hours of having your last cigarette. Your body works hard to get rid of carbon 
monoxide after you stop smoking. In fact, almost all the carbon monoxide will leave your body after not 
smoking for two days. Knowing this immediate benefit can be encouraging when you are reducing and 
quitting smoking.  

The Smokerlyzer also makes a connection between your smoking and the effects it has on your body. It 
shows the relationship between smoking and diseases like stroke, heart disease, and respiratory 
diseases. It personalizes the health risks of smoking, making it a very powerful educational tool. 

If you want to try out the Smokerlyzer, you can come see me at the health centre. Have any of our 
listeners tried the Smokerlyzer? Please let us know what it was like for you. 
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CIGARETTE BUTT CLEAN-UP CHALLENGE 
• Introduce yourselves. For example: “Hello everyone, I am (your name) from (your role) and this 

is (co-host).”  
• Introduce the program. For example: “We started this radio program as a way to talk about 

tobacco addiction in our communities and to help and encourage those who are trying to quit.” 
• Announce the topic for today. For example: “Today we are going to talk about the cigarette butt 

clean-up challenge.” 
• Before going into the main script, let the listeners know about how they can call in and win. For 

example: “Before we begin today’s program, we want you to know that you can call in with 
questions at any time throughout the show. Anyone who calls in with questions will be entered 
into a draw for a very nice (describe prize here).” 

Most people realize the health problems that come from smoking, but we do not always think about the 
harm cigarettes have on the environment after a cigarette is put out. Cigarette butts contain many of 
the same toxic chemicals found in tobacco smoke, which collect in the filter of the cigarette. Cigarette 
butts may seem small, but the toxic chemicals can add up quickly. In fact, cigarette butts are the most 
littered item on earth. It is believed that 1.7 billion pounds of cigarette butts end up as toxic garbage 
every year.  

Butts take a long time to break down because of the plastic in cigarette filters. It can take up to 10 years 
for butts to breakdown depending on the environment. Due to the length of time the toxic filters stay in 
the environment, they can cause serious health problems to wildlife, pets and small children. 

Birds and land animals can mistake the butts as food, causing digestive problems that may lead to injury 
or death. Cigarette butts can also leech toxins into the water and cause harm to fish, whales and other 
marine life. These poisons can cause further harm to other animals that are higher up in the food chain. 

Cigarette butts can be harmful to children as well. Children might pick up butts and expose themselves 
to the poisons if they put their hands in their mouth. The toxins in cigarette butts can also make children 
very sick if they accidentally swallow them. Sometimes, children and youth will experiment with 
smoking by picking up discarded cigarette butts. 

Next time you have a smoke, think about the effect littering cigarette butts has on the land. Not only 
does it ruin the beauty of the land, but it also harms our environment, our wildlife and others around us. 
You can make a difference by not littering your cigarette butts. Make sure your cigarette butt is put out 
completely, or soaked in water, before discarding it in a garbage, container or butt-bin. You can also 
help by educating those around you such as friends, family and co-workers about the impacts of littering 
cigarette butts and encourage them make use of butt-bins. Where do you see the most cigarette butts? 

To help clean up our community, we are having a cigarette butt clean-up challenge today. You have a 
chance to win a _____ if you pick up the most cigarette butts by_____. You can come to the radio 
station to pick up a pair of gloves and a bag, if you wish. The winner will be announced ______. While 
we are waiting for those butts to be picked up, let us open the lines for callers who want to       
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voice their opinions about discarded cigarette butts.  Does anyone have a plan or system for throwing 
out cigarette butts? 
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THIRD-HAND SMOKE 
• Introduce yourselves. For example: “Hello everyone, I am (your name) from (your role) and this 

is (co-host).”  
• Introduce the program. For example: “We started this radio program as a way to talk about 

tobacco addiction in our communities and to help and encourage those who are trying to quit.” 
• Announce the topic for today. For example: “Today we are going to talk about something we call 

third-hand smoke. What is it and how is it affecting you?” 
• Before going into the main script, let the listeners know about how they can call in and win. For 

example: “Before we begin today’s program, we want you to know that you can call in with 
questions at any time throughout the show. Anyone who calls in with questions will be entered 
into a draw for a very nice (describe prize here).” 

Second-hand smoke comes from burning tobacco products and from exhaled tobacco smoke. Most of 
the smoke from a lit cigarette is not inhaled by the smoker. It fills the air around the smoker and 
endangers everyone in the area. Tobacco smoke contains harmful chemicals, some of which cause 
cancer. The level of some of these chemicals can be higher in second-hand smoke than in the smoke 
inhaled directly by the smoker. Did you know that these harmful chemicals and toxins also stick to 
surfaces like your clothes, skin and furniture? 

Have you ever noticed when someone comes inside after having a cigarette outdoors that you can smell 
the smoke on their clothes or hair? What about when you enter a room or a vehicle and can still smell 
smoke even if they have not recently had a cigarette? These are examples of third-hand smoke. Third-
hand smoke is the nicotine and other chemicals left on surfaces by cigarette smoke. These chemicals 
remain on surfaces long after someone has stopped smoking.  
 
Third-hand smoke sticks to clothes, furniture, drapes, walls, beddings, carpets, dust and inside vehicles. 
The amount of third-hand smoke builds up on these surfaces over time. It cannot be removed by 
opening windows or restricting smoking to one area of the home. To remove it, surfaces and clothing 
need to be cleaned and washed regularly. 
 
Third-hand smoke can be harmful because it lasts longer than second-hand smoke. Children and adults 
who do not smoke might be at risk of tobacco-related harm when they ingest or touch surfaces that are 
exposed to third-hand smoke. Infants and younger children are especially at risk of third-hand smoke 
because they often put their hands in their mouths or are cuddled by someone with third-hand smoke 
on their skin and clothes. Babies also crawl on the floor and eat with their hands, which means they can 
absorb the chemicals into their developing bodies. 
 
Third-hand smoke might be a new idea for you. Do any of our listeners have thoughts about how we 
can reduce third-hand smoke to protect our infants and toddlers? 
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E-CIGARETTES / VAPES 
• Introduce yourselves. For example: “Hello everyone, I am (your name) from (your role) and this 

is (co-host).”  
• Introduce the program. For example: “We started this radio program as a way to talk about 

tobacco addiction in our communities and to help and encourage those who are trying to quit.” 
• Announce the topic for today. For example: “Today we are going to talk about vapes.” 
• Before going into the main script, let the listeners know about how they can call in and win. For 

example: “Before we begin today’s program, we want you to know that you can call in with 
questions at any time throughout the show. Anyone who calls in with questions will be entered 
into a draw for a very nice (describe prize here).” 

Today we are going to talk about vapes, which are also called e-cigarettes. You may have seen these on 
the internet or when you travel to the south. Vapes come in many shapes and sizes: some look like pens 
or USB sticks, while others look like small flashlights. They use a battery to heat up a liquid, called e-
juice, to form a vapour which is inhaled. The action is called vaping rather than smoking, but it looks a 
lot like smoking.  

Vapes are not tobacco products, but they often contain nicotine. Popular brands like JUUL™ sell vapes 
with more nicotine than a pack of 20 cigarettes.  

Although vapes have been promoted as a safe alternative to smoking, vaping can seriously harm your 
health. The high concentration of nicotine and small particles you breathe in while vaping are linked to 
heart attack, stroke, high blood pressure, and lung damage. Nicotine can also cause permanent damage 
to a developing brain, making it harder to focus and increasing the risk of developing mental illnesses. 
This is why children and youth should never start vaping. 

Vapes have also been promoted as a way to help people quit smoking, but that is misleading. Vapes 
come in lots of different flavours that are designed to be appealing to kids, like fizzy freeze, berry blast, 
or pink punch lemonade. Vape companies use these flavors to attract youth and get them addicted to 
their product. 

Vaping is harmful and it is not recommended as a way to quit smoking. If you are looking to quit 
smoking, Nicotine Replacement Therapy (NRT), like the patch or gum, are proven safe and effective. You 
can get NRT free of charge at any health centre or pharmacy. 
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TOBACCO AND CANNABIS LAWS IN NUNAVUT 
• Introduce yourselves. For example: “Hello everyone, I am (your name) from (your role) and this 

is (co-host).”  
• Introduce the program. For example: “We started this radio program as a way to talk about 

tobacco and cannabis in our communities and to help and encourage those who are trying to 
quit or use in a safer way.” 

• Announce the topic for today. For example: “Today we are going to talk about tobacco and 
cannabis laws in Nunavut.” 

• Before going into the main script, let the listeners know about how they can call in and win. For 
example: “Before we begin today’s program, we want you to know that you can call in with 
questions at any time throughout the show. Anyone who calls in with questions will be entered 
into a draw for a very nice (describe prize here).” 

Smoking laws 

Today we are going to talk about Nunavut’s smoking laws. These laws help protect Nunavummiut from 
second-hand smoke. 

First, we have smoke-free places. These are places where you cannot smoke, vape, or use cannabis 
anywhere on the property. This includes schools, health centres, arenas, day cares, playgrounds, sports 
fields, and public events like a feast. Smoke-free places protect our children and youth from second-
hand smoke. 

Second, we have no-smoking buffer zones at all workplaces and public places, like Northern Stores and 
Co-ops, GN offices, and churches. These buffer zones mean you cannot smoke, vape, or use cannabis 
within 9 metres of any entrance or exit to the building. If you want to smoke, please take 9 big steps 
away from any of the entrances or exits to the building. Do it for other Nunavummiut who do not want 
to breathe second-hand smoke. 

It is the responsibility of the managers and owners of these places to ensure people are following the 
smoking laws while on their property. You can let the manager know if people are smoking in a smoke-
free place or a buffer zone.  

If we work together, we can protect each other from the dangers of second-hand smoke.  

Cannabis laws 

Now let’s talk about the cannabis laws. Even though it is legal to purchase and consume cannabis, there 
are still some important rules to follow. You must be at least 19 years of age to buy, have or    
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use cannabis. It is illegal to sell or share cannabis with anyone under 19 years old. Adults can carry up to 
30 grams of dried cannabis in public. 30 grams of dried cannabis is equal to 7.5 grams of oil. It is illegal 
to drive while under the effects of cannabis. This includes any vehicle such as cars, boats, snowmobiles 
and ATVs. 

Legalizing cannabis helps us make sure the products we buy are safe and keeps cannabis out of the 
hands of young people. It also allows for more money for public education and support to be available. 
It is important to keep cannabis products in the home stored in a safe place away from children. 

If you or someone you know needs support with their tobacco or cannabis use, help is available. Reach 
out to a trusted friend, family member, teacher, counsellor, or Elder. Talk to them about what you are 
going through.  

Nicotine Replacement Therapies (NRTs), like the patch, gum, or inhaler, help with nicotine cravings and 
withdrawal symptoms. Two weeks of NRTs are available at no cost at your local health centre or Iqaluit 
Public Health, with additional supplies accessible through pharmacies. You can also call the Nunavut 
QuitLine at 1-866-368-7848 or message the Tobacco Has No Place Here Facebook page for free, 
professional support on your quit journey. 

If you want private support for cannabis, call the Nunavut Kamatsiaqtut Help Line. It is available in 
English and Inuktitut 24 hours a day at 1-800-265-3333. You can also go to your local health centre to 
speak privately with a health care provider. Counselling is available. There are also some medications 
that may help with the symptoms of cannabis withdrawal. 

Do any of our listeners have thoughts about how we can work as a community to reduce second-hand 
tobacco and cannabis smoke exposure for our children? 
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HEALTH RISKS OF CANNABIS USE AND HARM REDUCTION 
• Introduce yourselves. For example: “Hello everyone, I am (your name) from (your role) and this 

is (co-host).”  
• Introduce the program. For example: “We started this radio program as a way to talk about 

cannabis use in our communities and to help and encourage those using cannabis to use it 
safely.” 

• Announce the topic for today. For example: “Today we are going to talk about the health effects 
of cannabis.” 

• Before going into the main script, let the listeners know about how they can call in and win. For 
example: “Before we begin today’s program, we want you to know that you can call in with 
questions at any time throughout the show. Anyone who calls in with questions will be entered 
into a draw for a very nice (describe prize here).” 

We know that many Nunavummiut use cannabis. Many believe that cannabis is harmless, but it can 
harm your health. To avoid any risks to your health, it is best not to use cannabis at all. But if you choose 
to use, we want to give you some facts so you can reduce those risks.   

Cannabis comes in many different forms, such as marijuana, pot, weed, shatter, hash or hash oil.  

Using cannabis every day or nearly every day can do long-lasting harm to the brain, especially if you 
under the age of 25. It can make focusing, thinking, and problem solving much harder, and it may cause 
serious mental health issues like psychosis. You can reduce the risks by waiting until you turn 25, using it 
no more than once a week, and avoiding cannabis if you or your family have a history of mental illness.  

It is best to avoid mixing cannabis with tobacco, alcohol or other drugs because the effects are 
unpredictable. It is also best to avoid products that are high in THC—this is the chemical that makes you 
feel high. Using high-THC cannabis increases risk of addiction and serious mental illness.  

Driving any vehicle while high, including ATVs, snowmobiles, and boats, is illegal and very dangerous. 
Avoid cannabis when you are pregnant or breastfeeding. 

Smoking cannabis can cause coughing, wheezing, and shortness of breath, and second-hand cannabis 
smoke is harmful to others. Keep homes and amautiit smoke-free. 

Speak with a health care provider at your local health centre for more information or if you want help 
quitting. You can also reach out to a trusted friend, family member, teacher, counsellor or Elder. Talk to 
them about what you are going through.  

If you are interested in private support, call the Nunavut Kamatsiaqtut Help Line. It is available in English 
and Inuktitut 24 hours a day at 1-800-265-3333. Other resources are available.    
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If you or someone you care about needs help you can go to your local health centre. You can speak 
privately there with a health care provider. Also, there are some medications that may help with 
cannabis withdrawal. 
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CANNABIS EDIBLES AND CONCENTRATES  
• Introduce yourselves. For example: “Hello everyone, I am (your name) from (your role) and this 

is (co-host).”  
• Introduce the program. For example: “We started this radio program as a way to talk about 

cannabis use in our communities and to help and encourage those using cannabis to use it 
safely.” 

• Announce the topic for today. For example: “Today we are going to talk about edible cannabis 
and cannabis extracts.” 

• Before going into the main script, let the listeners know about how they can call in and win. For 
example: “Before we begin today’s program, we want you to know that you can call in with 
questions at any time throughout the show. Anyone who calls in with questions will be entered 
into a draw for a very nice (describe prize here).” 

Cannabis comes in a lot of different forms, and today I want to talk about two of them: edibles and 
concentrates. 

Edibles are cannabis products that you eat or consume and are available in the form of cookies, candies, 
drinks, or pills. Smoking anything can harm your health, and this includes cannabis. Some people will use 
cannabis edibles to avoid the risks of smoking, but it is important to know the effects and risks of edibles 
too. 

Did you know that when you take edible cannabis, it can take two hours to start to feel high and up to 
four hours to feel the full effects? And edibles can have more intense effects than smoked cannabis. 
Using more cannabis before you feel the full effects increases the risks of taking too much, which can 
lead to anxiety, paranoia, nausea, and physical discomfort. The effects of edible cannabis can last for up 
to 12 hours. 

If you decide to use edibles, it is best to start with no more than 2.5mg of THC. THC is the chemical in 
cannabis that makes you feel high. Always read the label before taking edible cannabis, because this will 
tell you how much THC is in it.  

The other product I want to talk about are cannabis concentrates. These include oils, hash, shatter, and 
wax. Concentrates can be smoked or vaped. Because concentrates are usually very high in THC, it is easy 
to use too much. Extracts also increase the risks of addiction and serious mental health problems, like 
psychosis. If you decide to use a cannabis extract, it is best to start with 1 to 2 puffs of a product with no 
more than 100 milligrams per gram of THC. 

If you decide to use any cannabis products, be sure to store them in a secure place and label them.  
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If you think that your substance use is causing harm in your life, consider getting help. Know that you 
are not alone and it is never too late to ask for help. Reach out to a friend, family member, coworker or 
Elder. Talk about how you feel and what you are going through. You can go to your local health centre to 
speak with a mental health worker. It is completely confidential. You can also call the Kamatsiaqtut Help 
Line, available 24 hours a day at 1-800-265-3333.  
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SUBSTANCE USE AND YOUTH 
• Introduce yourselves. For example: “Hello everyone, I am (your name) from (your role) and this 

is (co-host).”  
• Introduce the program. For example: “We started this radio program as a way to talk about 

substance use in our communities and to help and encourage those using substances to use 
them safely.” 

• Announce the topic for today. For example: “Today we are going to discuss talking to young 
people about drinking and drugs. If you are a parent, caregiver, teacher, family member or 
friend of a young adult, you may find today’s talk helpful.” 

• Before going into the main script, let the listeners know about how they can call in and win. For 
example: “Before we begin today’s program, we want you to know that you can call in with 
questions at any time throughout the show. Anyone who calls in with questions will be entered 
into a draw for a very nice (describe prize here).” 

Young people are curious about alcohol or drugs like cannabis. It’s important for the trusted adults in 
their lives to talk to them about alcohol and drugs so they make responsible and informed decisions.  

Did you know that human brains are still developing until the age of 25? Drinking heavily or using 
cannabis before 25 can cause long-lasting problems with attention, memory, and decision making. It 
could also trigger serious mental health illnesses, like schizophrenia. It is safest for young people to 
delay drinking or using cannabis for as long as possible.  

Here are some tips for talking to the young people in your life about alcohol or drugs: 

• It may take more than one conversation. To start, let them know you are available to talk. 
Demonstrate values like Tunnganarniq by letting the young person know you love and accept 
them. Look for opportunities to talk about alcohol and drugs before it becomes a problem.  

• Aim for a discussion, not a lecture. Make sure they know it is okay to ask questions. Let them 
know that you support them and don’t judge them. Listen and respect their opinions. 

• Share the facts. The brains of teenagers are easily impacted by alcohol, cannabis, and other 
drugs. It is safest for young people to delay trying alcohol or cannabis.  

• Talk about the decisions they may make. Encourage them to be safe and be specific. For 
example, you could say: “There might be alcohol at this party. How do you plan to stay safe if 
you drink?”  
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• Be easy on yourself. Know that the conversations do not have to be perfect. It is normal to feel 
upset, sad, fearful or angry if you find out that a young person who you care about is using 
cannabis or drinking. Remember to take care of yourself and reach out to a trusted Elder for 
extra support when having difficult discussions with a young person.  

Parents and caregivers are important role models. Setting a good example about drinking and drug use 
will encourage youth to make healthy choices as they become more independent. Adults can model for 
young people how to live a healthy lifestyle and cope with pressure from peers and other emotional 
challenges.  

There is help available if you or your child needs support. Reach out to a friend, family member, 
coworker or Elder. Talk about how you feel and what you are going through. You can go to your local 
health centre to speak with a mental health worker. It is completely confidential. You can also call the 
Kamatsiaqtut Help Line, available 24 hours a day at 1-800-265-3333. 
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SUBSTANCE USE AND PREGNANCY 
• Introduce yourselves. For example: “Hello everyone, I am (your name) from (your role) and this 

is (co-host).”  
• Introduce the program. For example: “We started this radio program as a way to talk about 

substance use in our communities and to help and encourage those using substances to use 
them safely.” 

• Announce the topic for today. For example: “Today we’re going to talk about the risks of 
substance use and the importance of substance free pregnancies.” 

• Before going into the main script, let the listeners know about how they can call in and win. For 
example: “Before we begin today’s program, we want you to know that you can call in with 
questions at any time throughout the show. Anyone who calls in with questions will be entered 
into a draw for a very nice (describe prize here).” 

While pregnant, it is safest to avoid all substances, like alcohol and drugs. This is being substance-free! 
Being substance-free while pregnant also includes avoiding prescription and over-the-counter 
medications that are unsafe during pregnancy. Talk to your doctor, nurse, or midwife if you are not sure 
about medications. A growing baby can be affected by substances at any time during a pregnancy. This 
means it is never too late to make changes if you are drinking or using drugs while pregnant.  

It is not safe to use cannabis to treat nausea while pregnant because the active ingredients in cannabis 
can affect the baby. But there are other ways to deal with nausea during pregnancy: sucking on a candy, 
practicing deep breathing, getting enough rest, and eating smaller meals throughout the day can all 
help.  

If you or someone in your home uses cannabis, it is important to know that second-hand cannabis 
smoke may harm children and babies. They have smaller lungs and breathe faster than adults. This 
means that they may take in more chemicals from second-hand smoke than adults. Cannabis smoke 
contains many of the same chemicals as cigarettes.  

An unborn baby exposed to alcohol may develop Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder, or FASD. FASD is a 
lifelong disability that can affect the brain and body. We can support substance-free pregnancies while 
also valuing people in our communities with FASD.  

Healthy pregnancies are everyone’s responsibility. If you are a partner, friend, or family member of a 
pregnant woman, there are lots of ways to support them with a substance-free pregnancy: 

• Consider taking a ‘pause’ from alcohol or drugs yourself.  
• Offer them non-alcoholic drinks. You can even create your own mock cocktails (or ‘mocktails’) 

using juice, fruit, milk, and other healthy ingredients. If others will be consuming alcohol    
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at an event, plan ahead by bringing non-alcoholic drinks. For example, you could bring hot 
chocolate or tea to a bonfire or boating! 

• Do activities together that don’t involve alcohol or drugs. You could make a meal together or go 
to a community event.  

• Help reduce the stress in her life by asking how you can make things a bit easier. 

If you are currently using drugs or drinking alcohol while pregnant, you have options and support is 
available. Free, confidential mental health support is available at every health centre. You can also talk 
to a trusted friend, family member, or Elder and ask for their support. For anonymous support, call 
Nunavut Kamatsiaqtut Helpline toll-free at 1-800-264-3333. 
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